WSU PSYCH 445 UNDERGRADUATE PRACTICUM
STUDENT EVALUATION OF AGENCY

AGENCY: ______________________________________________ For: Jennifer Luboski, Ph.D.
AGENCY SUPERVISOR:__________________________________ JT 313
STUDENT: ____________________________________________ 509-335-5043 (fax)
SEMESTER/YEAR: _____________________________________ jluboski@wsu.edu

USING THE RATING SCALE BELOW, PLEASE EVALUATE THE AGENCY YOU’VE WORKED AT THIS SEMESTER IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

1  2  3  4  5
VERY POOR AVERAGE EXCELLENT

RATING

1) SATISFACTION WORKING WITH THE TYPES OF CLIENTS FOUND AT YOUR AGENCY (I.E., HOW SATISFIED YOU WERE INTERACTING WITH CRISIS LINE CLIENTS, CHILDREN, CHRONIC MENTALLY ILL, ETC.) ________
COMMENTS:

2) SATISFACTION WITH SUPERVISION/INTERACTIONS WITH SUPERVISOR ________
COMMENTS:

3) SATISFACTION INTERACTING WITH CO-WORKERS BESIDES YOUR SUPERVISOR ________
COMMENTS:

4) YOUR OVERALL RATING OF YOUR PRACTICUM PLACEMENT AS A SITE/EXPERIENCE WHERE YOU’VE LEARNED SKILLS AND HAD EXPERIENCES THAT WILL LIKELY BE BENEFICIAL TO YOUR FUTURE CAREER _______
COMMENTS:

Student signature ________________________________ Date ___________